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Abstract : Cape Town shows a unique port-city relationship in a country of the global South. As
it developed around its port activities, it turned its back against it after World War II, while the port
remained a few meters away from the growing economic heart of the city. More recently the relationship
has been re-taken into consideration by local and national authorities with among other thing the
remarkable rejuvenation of the old port’s basins that pleases all the actors that were involved in the
project. Indeed it is highly profitable and has positive effects on the image of the city. Numerous other
projects are currently studied for a better interaction between urban and port spaces. The two largest
docks are still very separated from the city center that they are nevertheless facing. These projects have
to deal with two things: the functional requirements of a commercial port which has defined logistic
limits (storage capacity, congestion issues) but wishes to pursue its development, and the city which
acknowledges the potential of the intermediary spaces it shares with the port that are now little or
badly exploited.

Résumé : La ville du Cap est un cas unique en terme de relation ville/port dans un pays du Sud.
Alors qu’elle s’est construite autour de ses activités portuaires, celle-ci a tourné le dos à son port dans
l’après-guerre, pourtant à quelques centaines de mètres du cœur économique de la ville. Récemment,
cette relation a été prise en compte par les autorités locales et nationales, avec notamment le
réaménagement remarquable des anciens bassins portuaires, qui contente aujourd’hui la plupart des
acteurs au regard de sa rentabilité et de ses effets positifs en terme d’image. De nombreux projets sont
aujourd’hui à l’étude pour une plus forte interaction entre les espaces urbains et portuaires, car les
deux plus grands docks du port sont encore nettement coupés du centre-ville, auquel ils font pourtant
face. Ces projets doivent ainsi composer avec les exigences fonctionnelles d’un port commercial, qui
atteint certaines limites logistiques (capacités d’accueil, problèmes de congestion) mais souhaite
poursuivre son développement, et celles de la ville, qui réalise le potentiel des espaces intermédiaires
pour l’instant peu ou mal utilisés.
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Introduction
History of the port/city relationship
Often promoted as the « gateway to South Africa », the City of Cape Town’s history is not dissociable
from the one of its port, which gave the city a particular trajectory compared to the rest of the country.
Although Table Bay has been inhabited since over ten thousand years, it acquired an international
dimension only from 1652 by becoming a a food supply and provision stop for the Dutch ships of
the Dutch East India Company. Other colonial powers then realized the strategic position of the city
located a few kilometres away from the Cape of Good Hope. For a long time the city became the
theatre of fights for the control of the bay between the British, the Dutch and the French. From 1806,
Great-Britain finally gained lasting control over the port. At this point, the city only counts fifteen
thousand inhabitants of which a majority are slaves. The port of Cape Town nevertheless remained
the only South-african port originally built by the Dutch which makes it different from the others.
South-Africa was still fragmented between British and Dutch estates. The city had to wait until the end
of the Second Boers War (1899-1902) to become part of the new South-African Union, that counted
other ports. The exponential growth of maritime commerce at the end of the XIXth century and the
discovery of diamonds in the country led to an strong and quick increase in population. But it is mostly
after the end of World War II that the port-city drastically grows. The city’s industrial development
is then intimately linked to the development of port activities. This synergy enables the importation
of raw materials and the exportation of finished products. Benefiting from this the textile industry
experiences a high growth rate. The quality of port infrastructures enables as well quick exportation
of natural and agricultural resources of the region such as fruits and wine. After the 1950 Group Areas
Act, the city of Cape Town is divided along the supposed race of its inhabitants. The access to some
neighbourhoods is formally denied to coloured and black populations. Most of the areas located next
to the shore such as Simon’s Town, Sea Point were exclusively dedicated to whites with displacements
occurring if a coloured neighbourhood was too close to white areas like it was the case in District Six.
The emerging CBD, located just in front of the commercial port is reserved and developed by whites.

Fig.1 Table Bay before and after 1945
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As Fig.1 shows, the port of Cape Town’s development beyond the Victoria and Alfred basins (the
first ones) was based on the reclamation of important pieces of land from the sea. By 1945, the outline
of the Duncan Dock was completed. Later on was built the Ben Schoeman Dock to accommodate the
shift to containerized goods transport.
The City of Cape Town and the Challenges it is facing
Often mentioned in local authorities’ reports, this history of Cape Town and its port enables to
understand the main challenges faced by the city nowadays. Cape Town has now expanded far beyond
Table Bay and the port is small in scale compared to the metropolitan area (Fig.2). It is however very
central and occupied extremely valuable land, next to the historic city centre which has the best views
on the mountains. However, density is very low as a consequence of the apartheid system defined
thanks to natural barriers such as mountains and bays and man-made infrastructure like roads axis. It
led to the creation of a city with different centres and a multi-nodal economy. Cape Town is as well
the legislative capital of the country and the capital of the Western Cape Province.

Fig.2 Cape Town Metropolitan area and location of the port within it

The port of Cape Town (as shows Fig.3) has a moderate activity at the world level. It is however the
second container port in South-Africa after Durban and is strategically located at the junction between the
Atlantic and the Indian Ocean, and there few ports in the southern-west coast of the African Continent.
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Fig.3 Container Port Trajectory 2000-2009 (Source: OCDE)

The commercial port and its operation belong to branches of Transnet Ltd, a limited liability company
historically linked to the national government. It is one of the eight ports part of the national system.
Transnet Ltd is also in charge of other major national infrastructures: rail and pipelines for gas and oil.
On the other side, the city government possesses the competencies for most of the features of urban
governance (apart from the airport or roads for instance, that belong to other national authorities),
along with the Western Cape government serving the interest of the province, of which the City of
Cape Town constitute most of the economy (above 70%). Both of these governments are currently led
by the Democratic Alliance, the center-right opposition to the African National Congress party which
is widely represented in the rest of the country and at the head of the national government.
The history of Cape Town and its port, their development as well as the different authorities
governing the local infrastructure and their relationships with one another are essential to understand
the way Cape Town works as a port-city and can provide interesting insights on how space is used
in this particular kind of metropolitan area. This is what this paper will focus on. We will attempt to
answer the following questions:
Is the governance competition between several institutions necessarily leading to a lack of collaboration?
How can we understand the apparent weakness of the port-city relationship and the success of
projects such the development of an attractive waterfront?
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I. Particularities of Cape Town port’s governance:
1. The port of Cape Town in national and local contexts: a middle size port at the national level
essential to its local economy
The economic shift from Cape Town to Durban that started at the beginning of the XXth century has
never been reversed. Most of goods traffic is nowadays concentrated in the North-eastern part of South
Africa. In this overall picture, the port of Cape Town has a strategic but not central importance within
Transnet’s National Strategy. As one can see on the graph below, it is still far after Durban, but it makes
Cape Town’s the second South African port for containerised traffic. Volumes of non-containerised
good handled are also lower than in other ports. It is the case in the closest port of Saldanha, that is
specialized in heavy transportation such as steel and iron ore, making its global tonnage ten times
higher than Cape Town’s one.

Fig.4 Number of containers (measured in millions of TEUs) handled at the Ports of Cape Town and Durban
for the financial years 2003-2004 to 2008-2009 (Source: UCT based on data from TNPA)

The port is connected by two main highways that link it to the rest of the country (N1 to Johannesburg
and N2 to Durban), and by the railway network (Fig. 5). Transnet has established the “Cape Gateway”
initiative, a train shuttle operating between the port of Cape Town and City Deep, the rail terminal in
Johannesburg. In fiscal year 2012/2013, 2776 ships stopped at Cape Town’s port, handling 708 604
TEU’s and more than 2 million tons non-containerised products.
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Fig. 5 Major transport axis in South-Africa

Cape Town remains a busy and efficient port that benefits to the local economy. The Province’s
GDP is growing by 2% contrary to the rest of the country which recorded a -0.6% decrease in the
first quarter of 2014 (Economic Performance Indicators for Cape Town, City of Cape Town). The
commercial port currently employs about 6 000 people1. It has two main docks : Ben Schoeman Dock,
home to the container terminal, and Duncan Dock, containing the fruit and multi-purpose terminals,
the repair quay, dry docks and a tanker basin. It allows the city to export manufactured goods and its
products from the hinterland (e.g citrus fruits, grape wines, apples), and to import what is necessary for
its economy (e.g petroleum, electronic products, alcohol). Transnet has recently acquired new rubbertyre gantry cranes and super post-panamax cranes, allowing the port to be elected in November 2013
as one of the 120 best container ports in the world by the Container Management Report. Efficiency
is also needed for the export of fresh products that requires a good logistic chain to maintain the fresh
chain. The presence of a synchrolift, able to lift very large ships also makes it a valuable port for ship
services. Its location allows ships from Asia, mainly fish vessels, to use Cape Town’s port as a repair
and service base. Finally, the port accommodates has a little passenger transit, but does not have adapted
infrastructure for cruise liners yet. Up to now they dock within the commercial port. The diversity of
the port’s activities and its strategic location allows it to import and export in the entire world, and
makes it thus an unique port for South Africa which will certainly maintain its level of activities (Fig.6).
1. Based on internal communication, Coen Birckenstock
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Fig.6 Map of Imports and Exports of the Port of Cape Town per world area (Transnet)

The traffic in the port of Cape Town is expected to increase in a sustainable way on short and medium
terms. As its infrastructures for non-containerised traffic can support this increase, it will receive on
average less funds than the other Transnet commercial ports (about ten times less than Durban). As
explained by Coen Birckenstok (Corporate Affairs Manager for Transnet) on the short-term, « nothing
much will change, just what we do is going to become bigger and bigger ». Its potential for future
growth is indeed limited, due to its central location in the city, and the limited space available for further
development. Future investments will focus on a shift from road to rail for freight transportation, and
for passenger traffic (funds have been allocated to the construction of a new passenger terminal). On
the long-term however (about 40 years), the actual docks will not be able to support the increase in
container traffic supposed to increase by 150% than today in thirty years (from 10mt to 25mt) and
five times higher in fifty years. The port is thus concerned by future projects of expansion, actually in
discussion, including the construction of a new terminal reclaimed adjacent to the actual Ben Schoeman
Dock (see part III).
2. Transnet’s national strategy
To understand the way the port of Cape Town is managed, it is important to take into account the
global vision of Transnet Ltd. As one can see on Fig.5, South Africa is characterized by a developed
network of transportation, that covers the whole country. This network was inherited from the colonial
era and the discovery of diamonds in Kimberly, that boosted the development of a rail system integrated
to the harbours. Colonial leaders considered important to unify the whole transportation system in
order to increase the levels of exportations and therefore profits. Thus, since the Union was achieved
in the early XXth, the management of ports and railways was delegated to a single entity (at that time,
the South African Railways and Harbours administration, SAR&H). Today, this network, except roads
that are managed by the parastatal SANRAL, is still entirely managed by its inheritor, Transnet Ltd.
However, the entity has evolved, and has been divided in different sections. For the harbours Transnet
National Ports Authority (NPA) is the landlord and Transnet Port Terminals (TPT) is responsible for
most terminals operations.
This accumulation of competences and knowledge in the same company leads to the development
of a common and integrated strategy between different transportations means. Transnet’s action focuses
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mainly on the importance of making the whole network more attractive and efficient, as shows this
quotation from Malusi Gigaba (head of the National Department of Public Enterprises) in SouthAfrican Info Reporter (2011): “Modernising our transport infrastructure, especially at our ports, is a
significant stride towards lowering the cost of doing business in this country, job creation and economic
growth”. To achieve this goal, Transnet’s global strategy mainly focuses on the specialization of each
of the eight commercial port, in order « to avoid duplications » (Transnet website). This strategy has
recently been detailed in the Market Demand Strategy (MDS), a 7-years plan for future investments of
Transnet, aiming at increasing the attractiveness of South Africa. To support this ambitious program,
large funds are allocated to ports that have an important potential of growth, and to so-called « new
generation » ports. As Fig.7 shows, Saldanha, located 140km northern Cape Town and specialized
in breakbulk export, is one of them. Ngqura, a new-generation commercial port on the eastern coast,
could soon become the second most important South African port for container traffic. But Transnet
strategy also has to deal with several challenges, such as the issues of congestion and increasing
prices of oil, pointed out as a major factor for high cost of transportation by the 10th State of Logistics
Survey for South Africa (2013). To answer those issues Transnet’s objective is to shift most of freight
transportation from road to rail, by developing intermodal infrastructures among other things. The port
of Cape Town is particularly concerned by those issues as the three accesses to the port are already
congested and the number of containers transiting through it is going to increase.

Fig.7 - 7 year capital investment by Transnet (Source: Market Demand Strategy, Transnet, 2012)

If Cape Town is not polarizing a very important part of Transnet’s investment for development the
port remains very important for the local economy. Its governance is completely separated from the
one of the city. As we have seen, this asymmetry is not new, and can potentially lead to conflicts of
governance. At the local level, more than the national power which legislative part is located in Cape
Town, two administrative scales are important in shaping the relationship between the port and the
city: the Provincial government of the Western Cape (5.4 million inhabitants) and the city of Cape
Town (3.7 million inhabitants). Both are governed by the Democratic Alliance (DA), opposition to
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the African National Congress (ANC) which dominates at the national level. This opposition does
not facilitate dialogue and cooperation between Transnet and local governments. Transnet still has to
pay taxes to local authorities, and is reliable on the services provided by these authorities, such as the
roads infrastructures, the education of the labour, force or the security of surrounding areas. Conflicts
between local authorities and the national entity in charge of the harbour have started in the 1940’s,
when the South African Railways and Harbours (SAR&H) reclaimed 194 hectares to construct a new
harbour in the centre of Cape Town. Both had prepared different schemes for the use of this land. This
conflict has led to urbanistic inconsistencies that are still visible today.
These different institutions and their positions have particularly had important consequences on
the intermediary spaces between the city and the port. From the 1930s, the visual and physical links
between the city and the sea have been left aside by the enlargement of the port and the demolition of
the pier that used to connect Adderley street to the shore, as well as the disappearance of the Roggebaai
and Woodstock beaches. This rupture was then reinforced by the building the elevated highway that
runs between the port and the CBD.
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II. Diversity of spaces city/port in Cape Town :
1. A CBD adjacent but disconnected from the commercial docks
The city of Cape Town has expanded around its port in a main bowl, fitting in the natural relief of the
bay, between Table Moutain and the Atlantic Ocean. Its rapid expansion and the urban plans inherited
from the apartheid have extended the city beyond this main bowl, towards the Cape Flats. The city is
larger in size than Johannesburg, even if it has much less inhabitants. It faces issues related to this very
low density. The port is more visible for people working in the CBD, and tourists, that use the elevated
N1 on the foreshore to join the airport. The economic heart of the city bowl is located just in front of
the main docks, and concentrates all transport hubs: the main train station, long distance & Golden
Arrow buses as well as collective mini-taxis terminals. It laos comprises the Civic Center, hosting the
City of Cape Town government, and the Western Cape provincial building slightly further. Even if it
is located at about 400 meters away from the port, Civic Center’s main entrance faces the mountains
instead. The CBD and port docks are separated by three physical barriers, that are the elevated highways
N1 and N2, the Eastern Boulevard, and railways. This configuration is inherited from the disputes
between local and national authorities in the 1930’s. Both city and port authorities had contradictory
plans (the port authorities did not want an integrated scheme). The city was however experimenting
congestion of road traffic and the construction of elevated highways on the foreshore was built in
order to solve this issue as part of a ring road concept for the CBD. The controversies on the use of
reclaimed land of the foreshore led to a situation in which none of the two schemes dominated, and to
an unachieved configuration. Nowadays, as shows Fig.8, this « dead space » between the commercial
port and the CBD still exists, even if both CBD and port have changed significantly since then. Next
to this the creation of cultural amenities (e.g ArtScape Theatre Center), service facilities (e.g Cape
Town International Convention Center – CTICC), and luxury hotels have transformed the use of the
land on the city’s part. Major parts of these projects have been impulsed by the municipality and/or
the province of Western Cape. This space between the port and the CBD remains rather inaccessible
and unfriendly for pedestrians that cannot access the port entrance from the CBD. The area is not
completely empty but as it is used for informal and formal parking spaces (Fig.8), but this does not
constitute a profitable use of such valuable land.

Fig.8 Space of rupture between the CBD and the port and its uses
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2. The re-integration of the old port’s basins: an economic and touristic success
Contrasting with this absence of integration between port and urban areas in the Foreshore is the
Victoria & Alfred Waterfront, developed on the Western part of the commercial port, around older
docks that were almost abandoned in the 1970’s. The V&A waterfront was historically the place
of port activities in Cape Town, organised first around the older Alfred Basin and the more recent
Victoria Basin. Both have become redundant since the 1930’s with the construction of the Duncan
Dock and later one the Ben Schoeman Dock that now host the commercial port. The development of
the waterfront, recognized as a success by the major part of local actors, has been possible due to a
common wish of both local authorities and port area. At first sight, this collaboration seems difficult
to understand regarding the absence of institutionalised communication between both entities. In
1984, the mayor of Cape Town created a committee for the re-development of the former basins that
were at that time almost totally abandoned. In 1985, the national government (Ministers of Transport
Affairs and of Environmental Affairs and Tourism) did the same but Transnet was owner of the land.
Since it no longer needed this space to carry out the port activities, it was it its interest to use the area
differently. It set up in 1988 a company (The V&A Warerfront Pty Ltd) to develop and manage the
rehabilitation to commercial activities around the historic quays in order to get some financial return
from their exploitation. The chief engineer of the port authority was leading the project at that time,
and the same year the national government approved its proposal to develop the area as a mixed-used
zone, that would integrate the small port activities to the project, which was one of the conditions
imposed by Transnet the funder of the project. A year of negotiation with the City Hall was been
however necessary before coming to an agreement.
Today, it is a place of mixed-use of land, with historical buildings (e.g. the Old port’s Captain building,
the Breakwater prison and old military battery restored, the Clock Tower), touristic and commercial
infrastructures (e.g. A large shopping mall, the Two Oceans Aquarium, the Gateway to Robben Island
a promenade, etc.), residential units, high end hotels (such as the One & Only), restaurants for all tastes
and budgets and small port activities (small fishing ships, ship repair and private vessels) (Fig.9). It also
benefits a unique setting in an open bay with mountain views and proximity to the economic centre
of the city (Fig.10). It is estimated that it welcomes about 22 millions visitors annually (2005 data),
and 30% of them are tourists, which makes it one of the most visited site in Africa. This makes it a
major driver for the local economy. In 2005, about 11,000 people were working there (more than in
the commercial port), excluding fish and industry activities (about 4 000 people). It is also estimated
that for each job created at the Waterfront, more than two others are created in the region. Unlike
the CBD/port interface, the Waterfront is better connected and integrated within the road and public
transportation networks. It is surrounded by areas recently developed, such as the Cape Town Stadium
area in Green Point, which just saw its zoning restrictions change to enable a better exploitation the
premises, and The Roggebaai Canal Tourism Precinct (RCTP), a mixed use development initiated by
Transnet between the CBD and the V&A Waterfront. These areas all together still concentrate now
most of the investments in the region and continue to develop themselves. As the car remains the main
transportation mean in Cape Town, it is still complicated to access from everywhere to the Waterfront
as a pedestrian. Some critics have thus been made on the elitist dimension of this development project.
But one of the other assets of the Waterfront is that it has been included within the MyCiti bus network
that has three stops in the area and others at walking distance. This mode of transport needs to gain in
efficiency but it is a promising means of transport in the city.
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Fig.9 Map of the V&A Waterfront
Fig.10 Views on Table Mountain and Devil’s Peak from the V&A
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Other than its unique location and the great mix of activities that were developed there and the
economic returns it generates both for the regional economy and its owners, the Waterfront is a great
success for three reasons. First, because from the beginning it has been owned by one entity, which
enabled a grand coherence in the way was developed and used in an overall strategy and not along
diverging interest. It has gone through different single owners and since 2011 it has split between two
Growthpoint (South-Africa’s biggest property group) and the Public Investment (the government’s
pension fund) that work together to maintain this good governance. For instance as new residential
units are built in the area, more and more are dedicated to rental so that the ownership remains in
their hands. Similarly parking space that exists for day customers and workers can be used by hotel
customers and residents during the night. The second reason why the V&A Waterfront works so well
and has such a good image is that the water space and some of the quays are still operated by Transnet
and host fishing ships, other cargos, tourism boats, private boats and ship repair facilities with the
Synchrolift next to the Marina. This implies that space to carry on usual port activities is not wasted
as it can be the case in other cities that have developed waterfronts. It also gives the V&A its identity
and authencity and contributes to the one of the city. But at the same time, and that is the third reason,
the V&A is viewed by the average Capetonian as a part of the city that is nice to spend time in. That
is why they come, and not to watch port boats come in and out (Interview), it is really integrated to
this part of the city.
3. Industrial

areas and brownfields

The third kind of space between port and urban areas is located on the western part of the foreshore
and encompasses the Paarden Eiland, Woodstock and Salt River’s neighbourhoods. In the post-war
period, this area was the industrial hub of the city, and largely benefited from port activities. Salt River
was the place of manufacturing and textile industry, still present today. However, the decrease of
industrial activities and the shift from an industrial and manufactured economy to a more service-based
one has led to the abandon of the part of these areas. Paarden Eiland and Salt River have experienced
urban degradation, increased homelessness and crimes issues in the last decades.
Paarden Eiland is surrounded by the ocean on one side, the N1 on the other and the Ysterplaat
airforce base, also a national land. Because of that location is not really integrated to the rest of the
city and remains an area where residency is very limited. About 40% of its economic activity is linked
to the port. Transnet medium term vision for the port of Cape Town includes increasing back of port
and storage facilities on the land it owns in the area. Just like Salt River, it is concerned by city plans
aiming at an improving safety of the neighbourhood, with CCTV and 24/7 patrols in its streets2.
In Salt River, part of the land is also used by Transnet as a rear base for container storage and shift to
rail. The area surrounding the storage sites remains mainly industrial land and is not really frequented.
Furthermore, the access to the coast line and to the ports entrance is even more complicated on this
side, as the railways create a real barrier between the neighbourhoods and port areas. The area on the
Eastern part of Salt River is at the centre of some development projects, that include the creation of
mixed-use spaces, a seafront promenade, and bike paths.

2. Paarden Eiland City Improvement District (PECID - 2006).
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Fig. 11 View of the port from Paarden Eiland

Woodstock has followed quite a different path, as a process of gentrification and creation of creative
clusters has taken place since the municipality established the Woodstock Improvement District (WID)
plan in 2005. Many industrial sites have been efficiently converted into creative spaces, such as the
Buchanan Square, the Old Castle Brewery (a beer brewery), the Woodstock Exchange or the Biscuit
Mill (a creative space including a farmers food market, restaurants and shops). Some old industrial
building have been converted to other uses such as the iconic Old Castle Brewery (Fig.12). If the whole
area is gentrifying, the north of Woodstock that is more isolated and further from the port concentrates
more wealth than the South that is home to a more modest population, where the creative spaces have
blossomed.

Fig.12 The Old Castle Brewery in Woodstock
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Between these areas and the CBD is the former railway hub of Culemborg. In this area, there is
nothing much but rail lines that separate the city from the port just like it is the case in the foreshore.
It is located between it and Woodstock and the Foreshore (Fig.13). Part of the city’s long term will
to integrate all the areas next to the water to exploit better these valuable spaces close to the shore
stretching from Sea Point to the north shore is to link Culemborg by using the space existing there.
Indeed there are too many rail lines that are not necessarily useful as at least for what is passenger
trains, most people actually stop and switch trains at Salt River which has all the trains lines but two,
instead of going all the way to the city’s central station, which doesn’t need so many lines until Salt
River Station. The city would like it to become a mixed use development while Transnet wants to use
has plans to use the site (of which it is the owner) to develop port-related activities. It is little likely
that the city manages to reclaim this part of land, especially that it seems that the site is not adapted to
public and residential use because it is not a healthy place to build this kind of infrastructure.

Fig.13 The Foreshore and surrounding districts

The diversity of spaces between the harbour and the city is a challenge addressed by most the
authorities in Cape Town (Transnet, the Province and the city). Integrated schemes for the foreshore
are being developed, and the waterfront is still being extending. The future of these spaces will depend
on the quality of the institutional relationship built between port and local authorities.
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III. Which relationship for which port-city?
1. Institutional relationships between port and local authorities
The improvement of the interactions between urban and port spaces seems to be largely determined
by the ability of the authorities to work jointly. Nowadays, important efforts have been made to improve
this relationship, but they are still ongoing disagreements and lacks of collaboration on some issues. The
fact that the city’s commercial port is managed by a national authority is obviously not advantageous
for the City of Cape Town. On the government website we can find the following quotation from
the mayor Patricia de Lille, emphasizing the particularity of Cape Town in the national context :« In
the South African context, harbours and airports are not under the municipality’s control. One can
debate the merits of whether they should or shouldn’t be. We have our view, which favours regional
boards determining strategy at this stage ». The city is mainly critical of the port governance for two
reasons. First, the container terminal is operated by Transnet which leaves no room for competition and
competitiveness that would be more sound for the city to be attractive for investments and businesses.
Indeed the tariffs applied by Transnet for cargos to dock in South-African ports is very high compared
to other international ports (Fig.14).

Fig. 14 Port pricing in Cape Town and Durban compared to other port cities
(Source: City of Cape Town, Submission to Ports Regulator, 2013)

Second, this exclusive handling of port activities is also not as efficient as it could be if competition
was also introduced at other levels, for instance for the storage and connexion to transports. The City
points at the fact the Transnet cannot be efficient while responsible for so many things that do not
normally fall under a port authority’s competency (Fig.15, where PA stands for Port Authority).
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Fig. 15 Competencies repartition for the South-African National Port Authority compared
to those of other ports (Source: City of Cape Town, Submission to Ports Regulator, 2013)

Despite these disagreements, efforts have been made to build a sustainable dialogue. To recognise the
importance of this dialogue, a more formal tool has been created. A Memorandum of Understanding was
signed in 2013 by the Mayor, Patricia de Lille and Transnet National Ports Authority. It acknowledges
that creating a strong relationship between the port and the city government is in both parties’ interest.
It plans that regular meetings should be organised jointly to discuss all the issues of relevant importance
to both the port and the city. As it is simply a signed statement by the actors, it does not create any real
compliance obligation or liability. Since it was signed it has been implemented through the creation of
a committee that holds meetings every month. Transnet thinks a good and sustainable relationship is
been built where there wasn’t any before, but still considers it as a simple consultation process so that
the city can “buy into” the port’s projects (Interview). There is a similar and older mechanism developed
between Transnet Ltd (the mother company) and the Western Cape Government taking the shape of
a Strategic Planning Forum (SPF) which takes discusses the information collected from two types
of meetings, some about the distinctive areas of the province and their needs (workstreams for Cape
Town, for Sladanha, etc) and technical meetings. This organisation enables more efficiency as it does
not mix-up everyone’s requests in one meeting where everything is debated all together. The province
also seems to have a good position to be an intermediary between the national and local governments
as it does not possess any real competency concerning the use of space but it closer to both levels.
2. The importance of preserving the functionality of the port
One of the strategies of local authorities in term of territorial marketing is the construction of a
« Cape Town brand » positionning the city at a world-city rank. Therefore, the port appears as a leverage
to be put forward by local authorities. With this in mind, the city has supported the construction of a
passenger terminal by Transnet inside the commercial port. Indeeed, until 2012, passenger ships visiting
the port of Cape Town could berth inside the V&A Waterfront, which provided a better environment
for passengers and a good economic opportunity for the waterfront. However, since then, National
Home Affairs Department prohibited the berth of passenger vessels in the area, mainly for security and
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legal reasons. This interdiction jeopardised the sustainability of cruiser lines berthing in Cape Town,
as the dock dedicated to this purpose has no adapted infrastructures (for instance, passengers could
not exit the harbour) and is located in front of the « dead zone » between the CBD and the port. The
construction of this terminal has thus been agreed between the port authority and the city, and should
be built in the years to come taken in charge by Transnet’s engineers. The chosen berth for the new
terminal is a privileged area in the commercial port (Fig. 16) that would probably be a great « cartepostale » emphasizing the identity of Cape Town being a port-city, the « gateway to South Africa »
between ocean and mountain. However, the construction did not start yet, but Transnet confirmed to
us its construction « Tourism is very important in the Western Cape so we want to play a part. We are
in the process of appointing someone to build a passenger terminal for us in the port. » (Interview).
This project could most likely lead to opening the western part of the multi-purpose basin, while
enabling better control of the rest of the commercial port, as the Yacht Club open to the public is to
be displaced in two years time.

Fig. 16 Potential site for the development of the cruise liner terminal, the E-berth of Duncan Dock

The development of other port activites, however, seem to be more debated between both local and
port authorities. In the global context of a steady increase of international maritime traffic, it appears
essential for the port of Cape Town to maintain and develop its capacities. Some projects have been
proposed to shift all port activities from Cape Town to the port of Saldanha but it does not have the
required infrastructure to accommodate container traffic. This increase will cause logistic issues. The
port of Cape Town already faces strong congestion, which is negative especially for a port specialized
in fresh products. As the OECD metropolitan report shows (p.5), the congestion is created by both
private and transportation vehicles. Transnet’s plans address these issues, and envisage, amongst other
things, the improvement of entrance gates (Northern and Marine Drive ones) and the use of inland
areas as rear bases for docking purposes (e.g railways areas located in Salt River and in Culemborg).
Finding solutions to the overcrowding of roads is both in the interest of the City Government (that
actively tries to make the MyCiti bus network more efficient) and of Transnet to avoid complaints
from its clients. Concerning the terminals’ capacity on the long-term, Transnet has plans to increase
the surface of the port area from 234 to 465 hectares. However, all these projects could not be realized
without the agreement of the city, that is able to complicate in particular the rehabilitation of Culemborg
and Salt River’s areas.
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Fig. 17 Proposed developments of the Port of Cape Town up to 2042

3. Consolidating the dialogue for an integrated development of Table Bay
If concerning the projects developed between Green Point and the city bowl, collaboration has
been rather fruitful and successful, it is not really the case in the other areas where both the city
and Transnet NPA do not have common interests. The city has a different kind of vision regarding
Culemborg and Salt River’s areas. The integration of the entire foreshore into one scheme is one of
the objectives pursued by the city. As Boraine3 shows, the area including the « CBD, the Waterfront
and surrounding districts from Green Point in the West to Woodstock in the East » contributes to about
40% of city’s economical activity. However, this objective can be, on some aspects, in conflict with
the plans aiming at a development of port activities (see figure 17). This is however not the actual
priority of the city, as these areas are naturally less attractive and valuable. Environmental issues are
also a sore spot on the relationships between port and local authorities, especially regarding climate
change and the effects of the sea-level rising. As Anton Cartwright, that lead the City of Cape Town’s
sea-level rise think tank, explained to us : « When we did the sea level rise study for the city of Cape
Town, we literally went up to the port and then started again from after its opposite boundary. It is
like a black box. We can’t go in there, we can’t influence decisions there, we don’t really know what
they are doing on that matter. ». The expected reclamation of land for the building of the new dock
3. Boraine, A. (2010) “Central city development strategy”, in Pieterse, E. (ed) Counter-Currents: Experiments
in Sustainability in the Cape Town Region, Cape Town: Jacana Media.
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seems also to be criticised by some researchers, that point out the problems of erosion due to the
detour of maritime currents. Transnet does not consider it needs to share information on the matter as
it has its own engineers to realize studies within the port area and find solutions adapted to the port’s
infrastructure. It estimates that it cannot be proved that the Ben Schoeman Dock pushed further the
sea currents and that it cannot be proved that the terminal’s extension will cause further damage.
These types of issues show how there is still very little space for open discussion on some matters
if it goes against Transnet’s interests of Transnet or simply if they do not feel like they need to
collaborate. Enhancing the relationship remains a challenge for city officials.
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Conclusion
The relationship between port and city spaces in Cape Town appears to be determined by the
institutional relationship between both national and local authorities. As we have seen, the vision of
each can sometimes be conflictual, and has led to disputes with still visible effects on the configuration
of spaces in the city of Cape Town today. However, a better relationship between both authorities is in
the course of been built even though there are still many challenges to face. The necessity to have an
integrated scheme all along the foreshore represents an important potential for both the port and the
city : on the one hand, the re-integration of the port within the urban space could benefit to the identity
of the city, as for instance the foreshore represents the touristic gateway to the city, with the N1 going
to the airport being in front of the port. The overall success of the V&A Waterfront is a proof that such
areas have a real great economic potential that can benefit to all stakeholders. On the other hand, this
integrated scheme could benefit to the efficiency of the port, with an improvement of transportation
and roads networks.The MoU signed in 2013 represents one step to create a stronger relationship but
there are still other ones to take for it to become a real and stable collaborative platform for projects
to be developed jointly.
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